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ABSTRACT
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Before the 2-Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) began, only six objects were known
with spectral types later than M9.5 V. In the first 371 sq. deg. of actual 2MASS survey data, we have identified another twenty such objects spectroscopically confirmed
using the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrograph (LRIS) at the W. M. Keck Observatory. Because the Ti0 and VO bands which dominate the far-optical portions of late-M
spectra disappear in these cooler dwarfs, we define a new spectral class - “L” - where
metallic oxides are replaced by metallic hydrides and neutral alkali metals as the major
spectroscopic signatures. We establish classification indices and type all twenty-five L
‘Portions of the data presented herein were obtained at the W . M . Keck Observatory which is operated as a scientific partnership among
The
the California (nstitute of Technology, the University of California, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Observatory was made possible by the generous financial support of the W . M . Keck Foundation.
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dwarfs. The twenty-sixth “post-M9.5” object - GI 229B - is the prototype of a methanedominated spectral class which we propose as class “T”.
At least five of the twenty 2blASS L dwarfs show the 6708-A lithium doublet at low
resolution, the strongest having an equivalent width of 18.5 A. For objects this cool, the
presence of lithium proves that they are substellar. Two other 2MASS objects appear to
have lithium lines at the limit of our detectability which if verified means that at least
a third of our L dwarfs are bona fide brown dwarfs. All of the 2MASS brown dwarfs
discovered so far have J-K, > 1.30. We have not yet, despite deliberately searching for
them, found any brown dwarfs with colors resembling G1 229B ( J - h; X -0.1).

Subject headings: stars: low-mass, brown dwarfs - stars: fundamental parameters
infrared: stars - stars: atmospheres - stars: distances
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having no opt,ical count,wpart and J - fY3 5 0.40, were
either identified by the 'LMXSS processing pipeline w
known asteroids or flagged by hand as high proper
motion objects already tabulated in the LHS Catalog
(Luyten 1980). Thus, all of our brown dwarf suspects
with J - It-, 5 0.40 were eliminated immediately so
none required spectroscopic follow-up. Identifications
for these objects are given in column 6 of Table 1B
along with the observation date (in column 7) of the
2MASS scan inwhich it was found.Theseobjects
will not be discussed further.
Several otherobjectsnotmeetingthestandard
search criteria (not red enough to meet the J - K , 2
1.30 criterion or falling outside the 371 s q . deg. search
area) were also observed and are listed in the top portion of Table 2. Several late dwarfs selected from the
literature and serving as comparisons were also observed: These are listed in the bottom portion of Table 2. Thecolumndescriptionsarethesame
as in
Table 1A.
3.

~ ~ s ct odremove tihe bi:\s, and quartz-lamp flat-fieldex-

posures were 11set1t , o tlorrrlalizc the response ofthe detector. The inclividual stellar spectra were extracted
usingthe "apextract" routine in IRAF, allowing for
the slight curvatureof a point-source spectrum viewed
through the LRIS optics and using a template where
necessary. Wavelength calibration was achieved using
neon+argon arc lamp exposures taken after each program object. Finally, the spectra were flux-calibrated
usingobservations of standards LTT 9491,Hiltner
600, and LTT 1020 from Hamuy et al. (1994).
Classifications based on the resulting spectra are
given in column 8 of Tables 1A and 2. With one exception, all of the objects between RA=03*26'" and
03h30"' are background stars heavily reddened by intervening molecular clouds in Perseus. For IvI dwarfs,
spectral types were assigned using the least-squares
minimization technique describedin Kirkpatrick et al.
(1991) using spectral standards previously observed
at similar resolutions and over the same wavelengths
as thosedescribed here. For h1 dwarfs of type Iv17
and later, these types were refined using the VO ratio
described in Kirkpatrick et al. (1997b).
All dwarfs later than spectral type M9.5 are discussed in the next section, and notes on individual
IvI9.5+ dwarfs can be found in Appendix A. Notes on
other interesting objects can be found in Appendix B.

Follow-up Observations

Targets in Table 1A andTable2
werefollowed
up using the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrograph
(LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) at the 10m W. M . Keck Observatory on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. A 400 g/mm grating blazed at 8.500 .i was used with a 1" slitand
2048x2048 CCD to produce 9-a-resolution spectra
covering the range 6300 - 10100 A. Objects were observed during three separate observing runs on 1997
Nov 08, 09 (UT), 1997Dec 07, 08, 09 (UT), and
1998 Jan 22, 23, 24 (UT). Most of the run on 1997
Nov 08 (UT) was lost because of fog, but the other
seven nights were photometric with generally excel!' and 0!8' FWHM). Observalent seeing (between 6G
tionsdatesand
exposure times foreach targetare
given in columns 6 and 7 of Tables 1A and 2.
During the Dec and Jan runs, we used the OG570
ortltr-blocking filter to eliminate second-order light.
We erroneously used the GG405 filter during the Nov
r u n , but because our targetsare all extremely red
with very little measureable fluxbelow 6000
the
poor choice of filter only affected the much bluer flux
calibration standards and only at wavelengths beyond
9900 A. This effect was relatively easy to correct since
wc have the same flus standards taken with the correct OC;570 filter i n suhsc.clucnt runs.
r ,
I he c l a t , a wcare reduced and calibrated using stand a r t 1 lit.\[: roubincs. X 1-sccond dark exposure wcw

4.

Results for Dwarfs Cooler Than Type M9.5
V

Listed in Table 3 are all the dwarfs from Tables 1.4
and whichhave spectral types cooler than M9.5 V.
This includes the 2MASS dwarf discovered in Prototype Camera data (Kirkpatrick et al. 1997a), Kelu-1
discovered during thecourse of the proper motion surveyof Ruiz et al. (1997), and the three cool dwarfs
discovered by the DEepNear Infrared Survey(DENIS; Delfosse et al. 1997; Tinneyet al. 199i). Also
included i n the table for comparison purposes are the
only two companionobjectscurrently
known with
spectral types cooler than M9.5 V - G D 165B and GI
2298. In total, 26 dwarfs have been found with postM9.5 types, and 'LO of those are fronl 2MASS. Optical
and near-infrared finder charts for the 2MASS objects
are shown i n Figure 2.
Spectra for each of the ohjccts i n '1;rble 3 are shown
i n Figure :J. These are ortlcred i n tenrperaturefrom
the warmest at top left to the coolest, at bottom right.
Two of tllcse spectra are SIIOWII i n clctail i n Figure 4

a,
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Like “ L ” ,
.‘Il‘’ is not c:urrent,ly i n use and would be a recycling
of a previous Fletlling class.
0 “T” or “Y” - If we take the position
of purists
and say that letters should not be recycled, then this
leaves only “T” and “Y”. This stance, however, leaves
very little room for extending the sequence further.
We already know of one cooler object (GI 229B) which
does not fit into the new spectral sequence because it
is so much colder thantheothers.Itsspectrum
is
dominated by methane, much like theJovianplanto
ets. Hence, once we haveenoughobjectssimilar
G1 229B, they too will require a new letter since they
are fundamentally different from the dwarfs discussed
here.
Because “L” has a slight edge over “H” and both
are preferred to “T” or “Y” , we will adopt “L” as
the class for the new objects5. For cooler spectra,
we will attempt togo in alphabetical order from “L”,
thus making “ T the class for the methane-dominated
spectra of the GI 229B-type.
Over the past several months, class “L” has been
floated as the new letter in several colloquia and scientific meetings, and there appears to
b e no strong
objection to “L” within the astronomical community.
We mustre-emphasize,however,
that “L” does not
carry any meaning - these objects should not be referred to as lithium dwarfs since at leasttwo-thirds
show no lithiumat low resolution(see $7) or lowluminosity dwarfs since GI 229B ( a non-L) is lower in
luminosity.Becausesome of theseobjects are substellar and thus not truly stars, the entire collection
should be referred to as “L dwarfs”, not “L stars”.
This will also eliminate any confusion with L’ galaxw d s domin;itecl by (.‘aH and Mg€I bands.

’hlartin et al. (1997) have also noted that “L” would be a good
choice of letter. We disagree, however, with their suggestion
that the L class be divided into L L , a n d LCH, categoriessince
the onset of methane - because it changes the near-infrared
spectrum of GI 229B so dramatically from the L dwarfs (Figure 5 ) - justifies a new class i n its own right. The emphasis of
Martin et at. seems to be in distinguishing brown dwarfs from
stars, and this is further reflected in their suggestion to create
new k1 classes with designations like “bdbIL,”. The problem
here is that the lithium line is often very weak, so in order to
low resolution
.assign a class accurately, we would need both
spectra to assign temperature subclasses 0 , 1 , 2. etc. and high
resolution spectra to assign the Li subscript. Furthermore and
more importantly, not all brown dwarfs have lithium and not
d l XI rlwarfs with lithium are substellar. Creating a taxonomy
611. thew objects which mixes spectral features with our (current) urlderatancling o f the physics shot~ld,as stated earlier, be
av~)ihl.

ics. So that. t,hese n e w spectral types are more recognizable a s spectral t y p w . wf: will append a luminosity

class ‘3’’’ on t l w n even though L-class objects do not
exist for other luminosity classes such as I11 or I.
As anotherconsideration on choice of letter,it
should be noted t h a t as the giant sequence h a s been
pushed to cooler temperatures, RII types have been
retained. Giant classes &I10 and Mll are sometimes
seen in the literature (Bessell 1991). These objects are
still dominated by strong bands of Ti0 and VO, so
it is reasonable to continue the V
i 1 sequence to higher
numbers.Somecritics
have argued thatthelatest
l\l types break with thetradition of thestandard
Morgan,Keenan, & Kellman(1943) system, which
stipulates that objects of the same spectral class but
different luminosity classes have essentially identical
temperatures. Bessell (1991), in attempting to force
this requirement on the classification of the latest M
dwarfs, advocates a system which collapses the Boeshaar & Tyson (1985) types M7 through M9 into a
single subclass.
However, the difference in luminosity between lateM dwarfs and giants exceeds five orders of magnitude
and the surface gravities also differ byfive orders of
magnitude. Thus, the physical processes which dominate dwarf and giant spectrawill be clearly dissimilar.
Forcing the late-hl dwarfs to follow the same m a p
ping of temperat.ure into spectral type as the late”
giants is unnecessary. Besides, dwarfs of classes M7,
MS, and M9 have distinct taxonomic differences and
shouldnot be relegatedtoasingle
subtype. Thereof
fore we will retain the late-31 dwarf classification
Boeshaar si Tyson as further refined by Kirkpatrick
et ai.(1991)andKirkpatricket
al. (1997b) and use
those as a starting point for the L-dwarf sequence.6
6Perhaps the last consideration in selectinga new spectral class
is choosing the new mnemonic. Many introductory astronomy
Be A Fine Cirl/Guy, KissMe” to
texts use thephrase“Oh
aid students i n renternbering the correct OBAFGKhI sequence
of spectral types. lye must
now augment the mnemonic with
*‘...Kiss Me, Love” or “...Kiss My Lips”, both of which keep the
cadence of the original by arlding another monosyllabic word
for “L“. However. the inclusion of spectral type T would re“...Kiss My Lips, Tom”. One
quire an nugnlentation such
astronomer. upon hearing of spectral class L, countered with
“Only Borish A>tronomers Find Girl Kissing Mnemonics Likeable”. This having been said. w e will leave the establishment
o f the w w mtlr!m)tlic as an exorciao for theautronomical cornnnrI1it.y as a WIIOIP.
’&
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data were already bad-pixel masked, flat-fielded, skysubbracted, antl c.oatldec1 into a single A D B A image.
Spectra were thcrl extracted using the apextract package of IRAF.Spectraandtheir
corresponding arcs
were extracted using identical traces along the array.
The extractions were then wavelength calibrated and
corrected for telluric absorption by dividing by the
A-type spectra standard taken at a similar airmass.'
Flux calibration was obtained by assumingthe Atype standards are blackbodies at the temperatures
inferred from their published spectral types. Finally,
the individual ABBA spectra were summed into one
final spectrum for each target, and the flux scaling of
this final spectrum normalized to one at 2.20 pm.
The resulting spectra are shown in Figure 5. For
comparison, the GI 229B spectrum of Geballe et al.
(1996) - also acquired with CGS4 on UKIRT - is
shown' as well. Both of the 2MASS spectra show
CO bandheads and no trace of CH4. Thus, we believe that the feature seen in the Delfosse et al. spectrum of DENIS-P 50205.4-1158 is not attributable to
methane either, since that object's optical spectrum
shows that it is intermediate in temperature between
the two SMASS objects displayed in Figure 5.

5.2.3. Establishingthe Grid of Subclasses
The conclusion from Fig. 5 , then, is that we have
yet to detect the onset of methane absorption at 2.2
pm in the 2M.ASS discoveries. This is consistent with
the fact that the 22vIASS J--I<, colors are, with some
cosmic scatter, increasing with cooler types. (Refer to
$6.1 and Figure 13 for more on this.) Once methane
has appeared at Ii,-band, we would expect the J - f < ,
color to turn bluer, as it does in GI 2298.
It should be noted here that thesearch for infraredselected QSOs (Cutri et al. 1998) has identified candidates over a larger area of sky than that surveyed
here(-1900 sq. deg., o r roughly five time as much
coverage as our survey), and only a dozen additional
IR-only sources with J-IC, > 2.00 were found beyond
those listed in Tables 2 and 3. Of those not already
followed up, only two have J - fiJ > 2.10 and one of
these h a s J - H and H - fi, colors incompatible with
other L dwarfs. In other words, L dwarfs redder i n
.I - f<, than our coolest example have not been found

tlwpitx R much larger search. 'Thus, we believe that
wo nlrrmly have objecbs near the breakpoint between
(.lasses L and T and that objects w i t h temperatures
cooler than 2,LI.SSS 51632291+190441 will also have
J - fi, colors less than -2.00 or perhaps considerably
less than -2.00 depending upon how quickly the onset of methane absorption occurs with temperature.
However, to leave room for additional L types in case
cooler non-methane objects are discovered, we will set
the spectral type of 2MASS 51632291+190441 to be
L8 V.
Table 6 establishes qualitative spectraldiagnostics
which define each subclass from LO through L8. Also
listed in the table is a brightrepresentative object
foreach subclass. These objects can be regarded as
theprimaryspectralstandards.
Figure 6, a subset
of Figure 3, serves as a visual guide to Table 6 by
showing these primary standards in greater detail and
comparing them to spectra of late-M dwarfs and the
only known T-dwarf. Figure i shows blow-ups of the
spectra from 7300 - 8000 and 8400 - 9000 to help
further illustrate the criteria of Table 6.'
As one final note about defining the latest L s u b
classes, it is reasonable to imagine, after looking at
Figures 6 and 7, that an L9 dwarf would have imperceptible FeH bands and much weaker CrH bands
than the Ld dwarf 2MASS 51632291+190441. Once
these hydrides have disappeared from the far optical
spectra, the result willbe analmostsmooth spectrum much like that of the methane brown dwarf G1
229B shown at the bottom of Figures 6 and 7. This
lends support to our belief that the coolest known L
dwarfs are only slightly warmer than the temperature
at which methane forms.

.&

5.2.4. SpectralRatios
In choosing classification diagnostics, we will use
spectral ratios like those devised by Kirkpatrick et al.
(1991). Theseratiosare a measure of thesummed
flux in a region irontaining a line or band of interest
divided into the summed flux i n a nearby region approximating the local pseudo-continuun1. I n Table i
we give the name of the ratio (column l ) t the regions
used i n the sumnling (colunlns 2 and 3 ) , and the fea-

are shown for comparison.'' Also shown is the lowtion of the only known 'I' dwarf, GI 229B. The plot

with clear or possible Hrr emission are shown in Figure
16. The coolest object witl! mrcz.;urahle Ha, 2hIASS
503261:17+29.501.?, also h a s t h e strongest line - 9.1

shows that the J color is, with somecosmic
scatter, monotonically increasing with later type from
late-ill through late-L then turns dramatically bluer
for GI 229B once methane absorption starts to dominate the I\',-band measurement.
Using theabsolute flux calibration of the Keck
spectra, we can derive rough Z-band measurements
for each of the L dwarfs as well. Specifically, we have
taken a simple square bandpass with beginning and
end points lying at the half-power points of the IC
band (7250 and 8750 A; Bessell 1979) and have calculated the average flux in units of F, (ergs/cma s
Hz) in the bandpass. Using a zero-point flux of 2550
J y for the IC filter (Berriman & Reid 1987), we have
converted these fluxes to magnitudes and listed the
results along with the Z - K , colors in columns 6 and
7 of Table 3. The Z - K, color is shown as a function of spectral type in Figure 13b, again with late-hl
dwarfs and G1229B for comparison. Note that Z- K ,
increases fairly monotonically with spectral type for
L dwarfs, meaning that a crude type can be assigned
based on the Z - IC, color alone. However, this trend
reverses by the time temperatureslike that of G1229B
are encountered.
The 21LIASS color can also be used to plot L dwarfs
o n the familiar J - H vs. H diagram.This is
shown in Figure 14.For illustration, M dwarfs from
Leggett (1992) are also plotted together with GI 229B
andthe tracks for giants(dashed line) anddwarfs
(solid line) from Bessell & Brett (1988). For the most
part, L dwarfs lie on a redward extension of the wellknown dwarftrack.'?Note
however the position of
GI 229B on the opposite sideof the diagram from the
L dwarfs.
6.2.

8, EW.13
6.3.

L i t h i u mA b s o r p t i o n

Seven of the 2.5 L dwarfs show the Li I 6708-8,
line in our LRIS spectra.Two of these are previously knownbrown dwarfs - Kelu-1 andDENIS-P
51228.2-1547. The other five are all 2MASS discoveries. Two other 2MASS L dwarfs may have lithium
atour detection limit. Equivalentwidthmeasures
are listed in column 4 of Table 9 and are plotted as a
function of spectral type in Figure15b. Those spectra
with clear or possible lithium signatures areshown in
Figure 17. Note that two of the 2MASS objects have
Li I in excess of 15 A EW. Lithium is discussed more
fully in $8.3.
6.4.

R u b i d i u m and Cesium A b s o r p t i o n

Fig. 1.5~and 13d show the equivalent width measurements for Rb I and Cs I as a function of spectral
class. Values are listed in columns 5 and 6 of Table 9.
For Rb I , only the line at 7948 A was measured since
the line at 7800 .A falls in a low signal-to-noise region
in the latest L dwarfs, making the EW measurements
here more uncertain. For Cs I , only the line at 8521 8,
was measured since the line at 8943 .A is severely contaminated by telluric absorption. For both rubidium
and cesium, the EWs are seen to increase for cooler
L dwarfs, making these excellent measures of spectral type. However, measuring these EWs is possible
only because these spectra have good signal-to-noise
and because these two lines lie in fairly unconfused
regions of the spectrum where a pseudo-continuum
can be readily determined. For general classification,
the composte alkali-oxide ratios described in $5.2.4
should beused instead.

Ho Emission

Several of t h e L dwarfs in Table 3 eshibit Ho in
emission. Equivalent, width (hereafter, E\.\.:)measures
are listed in column 3 of Table 9 and are plotted as a
function ofspectral clcass in Figure 15a. Those spectra

7.

Trigonometric Parallaxes for L Dwarfs

Five of the objects in Table 3 have measured
trigonometric parallaxes. Two of these have been previouslypublished ( G D 165B and GI 229B), but the
USNO paralother threeare new resultsfromthe

"Thesepublicationslist
h'crr photometry,not f i , . However,
P C ~ S ~ <etJ nl.
I I (1998) haveshownthat for late SI dwarfs the
difference between h' anti
is uegligible.
1 2 T h c point,s for ?MASS .I 14:19409+ 18?637 and 2MhSS
Jl:l:l.lOci?+lLJ.IO:)-I lie outsidethelocusdefined
for the other
I, rlwarfs. It is not yet known if this is a rent effect or simply
an it1rlicatioll of f/-tJatd phcltornetry possibly bi;t..erl by strong
0 1 1 airglow i l l t l w 9LI;\SS Ill~!nsllrt!llltfllts.

h',

LJClowever.the bI9.S dwarf 'LILIASS J01-19090+29561~3is orlb'
slightly warmer than the earliest L dwarf and i t hcu been observed tlurillg a massive t h e in which the HLr EW w a s hundreds
of t \ n g , S ~ ~ l l l lSt:e
l ~ . ;\ppenclix B for more on this object.
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8.2.

The Temperature Scale for L Dwarfs

arollnd 11-50 I<, but. ollr spectra show that i t disappears at, rnuc41 warmer temperatures well before
NaC‘I is created. Instead, sodium may first disappear
into high albite (NaAISisOs) at temperatures around
1200-1300 K as suggested by Figure 3 of Burrows &
Sharp. If so, this fits in better with the other temperature predictions.
Moving tolatertypesand
cooler temperatures,
the next feature to weaken is iron hydride, but this
molecule is unfortunately not included in the Burrows & Sharp calculations. Chromium hydride, which
isincluded in themodels, follows, and it weakens
markedly between types L5 and L8. This suggests
that its predicted disappearance at -1400 K corresponds to a type (yet to be defined) just cooler than
L8 V.
The remaining features of L dwarf spectra - Li I,
CO, Rb I , Cs I , K I, and H z 0 - are not seen to vanish in the L sequence. Carbon is still predominantly
found in carbon monoxide, not methane, so an L8
dwarf must be above 1200-1500 K . Rubidium, cesium,
and potassium areall still visible, indicating thatthey
have yet to form their chlorides. This means that an
L8 dwarf must be warmer than 1200 K. Finally, water
is still present in the optical andnear-infrared spectra,
not having yet condensed into clouds and dropped below the photosphere ( a s water has apparently done in
the atmosphere of .Jupiter). However, this occurs at
much lower temperatures (-350 I<). Lithium is discussed in detail in $8.3.
Given the above arguments, we can state that the
L dwarf sequence represents temperatures from somewhere above 2000 K for LO V down to -1400 K for
L8 v.
However, the use of molecular equilibrium diagnostics is more complicated than simply equating these
temperatures to the effective temperature of the star,
< a s illustrated by application of these ideas to GI 229B
with T,!, M 9.50K. The fact that G I 2’298 shows CO
in the near-IR and atomic C‘s I lines in the far optical
(Oppenheimer et al. 1998) demonstrates this point.
Cesium and carbon monoxide should not exist i n this
form at this temperature, and the apparent solution
is that mixing in the atmosphere of GI 2298 pulls up
Cs I and CO from hottor layers below. On the other
hand, because the L dwarf spectral signatures are so
well correlated w i t , h prcdictions, this probably means
that these objects - unlike C;I 22913 and Jupiter - have
stable radiative zolles.

Using the spectral diagnostics shown in Figures 911 along with the atmospheric properties predicted by
Burows & Sharp (1998), a rough ab initio temperature scale can be assigned to the L spectral sequence.
Table 11 gives the major spectroscopic features (column 1) seen in the spectra of Figures 4 and 5 and
indicates where in spectral type the feature reaches
maximumstrength(column2)and
where it disappears from the observed spectra (column 3). In column 4 is listed the theoretical reason why the feature disappears, and column 5 gives the temperature
at which it is expected to vanish from the spectrum.
Generally, these disappearances are triggered by depletion into grains (for the molecules) or by formation
into a chloride compound (for the alkali atoms). The
rows of Table 11 are ordered so that features which
are observed to disappear at the warmest temperatures are listed at the top, and those disappearing at
cooler temperatures are at the bottom.
The first feature to disappear is titanium oxide. It
slowly vanishes from the photosphere as it condenses
into grains of perovskite (CaTiOa). All bands of T i 0
have disappeared by L2 V except for the one at 8432
As seen in Table 4, this band is the only T i 0 band
not arising from the A3@ - X 3 A transition. Presumably, this transition originates at deeper layers in the
photosphereand is the last to vanish as the photosphere becomes more transparent, largely through the
disappearance of Ti0 at higher levels. This change in
the physical location of the photosphere( T 1) makes
it difficult to ascribe the spectral type at which T i 0
trulydisappears.
Nonetheless, the observed maximum in Ti0 absorption around M7-8 V suggests that
the 2300-2000 K regime lies at somewhat later spectral types, probably very early L.
Vanadium oxide is a little less problematic. After
reaching a maximum at -519.5 V, i t vanishes from the
spectrum by -L4 V after depleting onto solid VO.I4
Thus, L4 V roughly [narks the 1700-1900 K regime.
The next feature to weaken and disappear is Na I.
After reaching a masirnun in the ILI dwarfs, sodium
disappears entirely by -L8 V. Burrows Jli Sharp indicatethatsodium
forms into NaCl attemperatures

a.

=
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0 C;D 165B (L4 V) - The prototype of the L clwarf
cI;ws (Kirkpatrick e t id. 1993), thisobjrct was discovered by Becklin ,9; Zuckerman (1988) as the com-

panion to a white dwarf.The separation between
components is 4”. See Kirkpatrick et al. (1998) for a
current review of this object.
0 DENIS-P 51228.2-1547 ( L 5 V ) - Discovered by
Delfosse et a]. (1997) and later shown to have lithium
by Tinney et al. (1997) and Martin et al. (1997), this
object shows a lithium line with an EWof 3.1 A in our
spectrum. The object has also
beenrediscoveredin
2MASS data from the southern hemisphere, where it
carries the designation of PMASS 51228152-154734.
The position encoded into this designationis more
accurate than that provided by Delfosse et al. (1997).
0 2MASS 51553214+210907 (L5.5 V) -This object
shows ,the strongest lithium line ever seen in a brown
dwarf - the EW is 18.5 A.
0 2MASS JOd50359+105716 (L6 V) - This object
also shows a remarkably strong lithium line with an
EW of 15.2 A. The LRISguidercamera
at Keck
showed a second component, with separation of <2“
at P-4 82O, but the spectrum confirms that this
secondary is a background 1M dwarf. The K-band
spectrum of the brown dwarf (Figure 5 ) shows clear
CO absorption and strong H 2 0 bands.
0 DENIS-P 50205.4- 1159 (L7 V) - Also discovered
by Delfosse et al. (1997), this objecthas been scanned
by 2A1.4SS where it carries the designation 2hIASS
5020.5293-115930. The USNO parallas places it at
16.6 PC.
0 2M.ASS 51632291+190441 ( L 8 V) - This is the
coolest L dwarf currently known, and it shows a possiblelithium line at our detection limit (EW 5 9.4
The spectrum is quite smooth throughout the far
optical region and shows weak C r H and even weaker
FeH bands. The only other obvious molecular absorp
tion is I 1 2 0 near9300 =<. Linesof the alkali metals
are still present w i t h Na I exceedingly weak, K 1 extremelybroadened,andRh
I and Cs [ very strong.
The near-infrared spectrum (Figure 5 ) shows a distinct C‘O banclhead and strong absorption by H2O.
0 G I 2’298 (T dwarf) - Located 7’5 awayfrom
the it1 1 dwarf C;I 2211.4, this object was discovered by
Nakajinlaet ai. (19D.i). Like 2ICIASS J 16:12‘291+190441,
this o1)jc.c.t shows st r o r g Ck I lines and a strong
[ 1 2 0 Ixt11(1 i n t:igurc. 7, h t i n G I 22SU tlw hydrides
I I ~ V C ! c.on1pletcly tlis;tppcvtrfd. Despite similiarities i n
t t w f a r o p t , i c . i t l rc\gion. tllough, the Ii-band spectra

=

a).

(Figure ‘i) show pronountrrd tliffertmcrs. with 2vIASs
.J Ltj:122!)1+19044 1 eshibiting wcak C:O 1)ands and
229B showing strong absorption by C!t14.
11.

Appendix B: Notes on Other Objects

Several of the non-L-dwarf objects listed in Tables
1A and 2 are worthy of specialmention. Twentytwo of these are ultra-cool icI dwarfs (type M7 v or
cooler). Distance estimates for these are listed in Table 13. Notes on individualobjects of interestare
given below:
0 2kIASS 50149090+295613 (M9.5 V) - An inspection of the POSS-I and POSS-I1 plates of the region
revealed that this is a high proper motion star with
p
0!.’5l/yr at P A
156’. (.4s such,it does not
strictly belongin the sample since it has
a POSS-I
E-plate counterpart - any non-motion object with
identical magnitudes and colors would not have been
chosen.) Despite its large motion, it was not detected
by the proper motion surveys of Luyten (1979b, 1980)
beckuse it is within a few arcseconds of a brighter star
at theepoch of the POSS-I survey andbecause it is invisible on the POSS-I 0 plate. Our first follow-up observations on 1997 Dec07 (UT) showed an object with
a rich, time-variable spectrum of very stong emission
lines. In particular, the equivalent width (EW) of the
H a line was 300 A. Subsequent observations of the
objecton 1997Dec 24 (UT) from thePalomar5m
telescope along with additional Keck observations on
1998 Jan 22, 23, 24 (UT) showed an object with the
spectrum of a “normal” M9.5 dwarf. In these quiescent spectra, only the H a line is still seen in emission,
and then at a mere -10 A EW. Its estimated distance
is 21 PC.See the companion paper by Liebert et al.
(1998a) for more on this intriguing object.
0 2hIASS 50244463+153331 (M5 V + hI3.5 V)
This is a close ( - 2 ” ) double hI dwarf.
0 2bIASP .J0348036+2344 1 1 (hIT..? V ) - This is
an ultra-cool hl dwarf at it11 estiolated clist,anceof
46 PC. This object h& been announced as a possible Pleiad brown dwarfand uanled “NOT 1” by
Festin (1997, l W 3 ) who, to make it consist,ent with
Pleiades membership, suggests that the object is an
eqrlal-magnit,ucle binary. WP suggest, however, that
i t is merely a foreground object.
0 2ILI.-\SS .JO~LOlO!)fj+ 1828OC3 (c:nrbou stitr) - This
is a c:;trt)on star a s iclentifir!tlI)y wcak hntds of CN
t,hroughout, its t;tr opticaI spcv:t.rum. I t is a11 utlusual
c*itrt)oIIst,ar, howcxhr, i n tllitt it. sltows e m ~ ~ s i lines
o r ~

=

=

Fig. 1 . - 'rhc ./ - I<$ vs. R - Iis diagranl for catalogued 31 dwarfs (nlostly from Leggett 1992), 2M.4SS
discoveries from this paper,the brown dwarfcandidate G D IriSB, and the methane brown dwarf GI
229B. Approximate spectral types (see 9s) are shown
along the locus of points.

diagnostics useful for spectral classification. Prominent lines and hancls ;Ire marked. See 96.2 and Table
6 for a details.
Fig. 8.- Spectral ratios for the alkali lines, as defined
in Table 7. The L dwarf primary standardsalong with
the three M dwarfs from Figure 7 are shown by the
large dots. The other
L dwarfs ar shown as smaller
dots,calculation of their final spectraltypes being
described in 96.2.5.

Fig. 2.- Findercharts for each of the 2MXSS L
dwarfs listed in Table 3. For each object, twoviews
are shown -the POSS-I E (R-band) image onthe left
and the 2MASS Iis-band image on the right.
Each
viewis to the same scale, five arcminutes on a side
with north up and east
to the left. The L dwarf is
labelled with tick marks on the PMASS image. Note
that the PMASS image does not always cover the full
5 x 5 arcminute field.

Fig. 9.- Same as Figure 9 except showing the oxide
ratios defined in Table 7.
Fig. 10.- Same as Figure 9 except showing the hydride ratios defined in Table 7.
Fig. 11.- Same as Figure 9 except showing the composite alkali/oxide ratios from Table 7.

Fig. 3.- Spectra of all 26 dwarfs listed in Table 3.
The flux scale is in units of FA normalized to one a t
8250 A. Integral offsets have been added to the flux
scale to separate the spectra
vertically. All spectra
shown here were taken during ourKeck follow-up runs
except for the spectrum of GD 165B which is from
Kirkpatrick et al. (1998) and G1 229B which is from
Oppenheimer et al. (1998).

Fig. 12.- Same as Figure 9 except showing the color
ratios defined in Table 7.
Fig. 13.- (a) .4 plot of the 2MASS-measured J-K,
color vs. spectral class for the L dwarfs of Table 3
(open circles). Also shown for comparisonarelatei\iI dwarfs (filled circles) fromTinneyetal.
(1993)
and Leggett (1992) along with G1 229B (open star).
From late-M through the L sequence there is a general trend of redder color with laterspectraltype,
although the scatter at anygiven L class is on the
order of -0.3 mag. Note however the abrupt change
i n color caused by the onset of methane absorption at
E;, in GI 2298. (b) The same as for panel (a), except
that the I magnitudes for the L dwarfs are measured
directly off the LRIS spectra. Again, there is a monotonic trend (with some scatter) from late" through
the L sequence.

early-temidFig. 4.- Enlarged spectra of a late",
L, and late-L dwarf. Prominent features are marked.
Note the absence of oxide absorption in the L dwarfs
along with the dominance of alkali lines and hydride
bands.
Fig. .5.- Near-infrared spectra of thetwo coolest
2M4SS L dwarfs taken with CGS4 on UKIRT. Also
shown for comparison is the Geballe et al. (1996)
spectrum of the only known T-dwarf G1229B, also taken
with CGS4 on CKIRT. The flux scale is in units of FA
normalized to one a t 2.20 pm. Integral offsets have
been added to the flux scale to separate the spectra
vertically. Note theabsence of methaneabsorption
and t,he continued presence of CO absorption in the
late- L dwarfs.

Fig. 14.- The J - H vs. H - ICs diagram for hI and L
dwarfs. The h1 dwarfs (filled circles) are from Leggett
(1992) and the L dwarfs (open circles) are from this
paper. The position of GI 2298 is shown by an open
star. Tracks for dwarfs (solid line) and giants (dashed
line) from Bessell k Brett (1988) are also shown.

Fig. 6 . - The L-dwarf spectral sequence. This is a
subset of the Keck LRIS data of Figure 3, but showing
only one spectrum for each subclass from LO through
L8. Also shown for comparison is the Oppenheimer
et AI. spectruw of G I 229B and three late-M dwarfs
fronl 'I'nblc l..\. also t d e n w i t h LRIS on Iieck.

for all 25 L
Fig. 15.- Equivalentwidthmeasures
dwarfs as tabulat.ed i l l Table 9. (a) Hn emission
strength; ( b ) Li I st~rc:ngth: ( c ) Rh I strengt,h; (d)
C's 1 strength.

b,.18. -.
I . - Det,ailecl portions of two wavelength regions
froltl Vigure i. Ea(-11 of these regions trout4ainsseveral

Fig. 16. - Dctailccl port,ions o f the spectra near the
t1c.r etnissiou l i t w for those objwts with t I a detections

20

sample cooler than -I400 I\: may notshow lithium
absorption either sirwc lithiutn will have formed into
LiCl. Theseargrumentstherefore
suggest thatthe
lithium test as perfornled on our spectraprovides only
a lower bound to the number of brown dwarfs contained in oursample. Based onthenumber
which
show lithium absorption, then, we can claim that at
feast one thirdoff all known L dwarfs are substellar.
We canmakeotherchecksonthesubstellarity
independent of thelithiumtest,too.
Figure
18
shows the observational HR diagram for the L dwarfs
and some late" dwarfs with trigonometric parallax
measures. Also plotted are theoretical modelsfrom
Baraffe et al. (1998).15 The models show that for an
age of 1 Gyr, mid- to late-L dwarfs are all substellar;
at much larger ages (10 Gyr), the earliest L dwarfs
are stellar, with the later L dwarfs being comprised
of transition objects and brown dwarfs. These results
agree qualitatively with those from the lithium test.
Another check on substellaritycan be made by
comparing the effective temperatures of these objects
(from the molecular equilibrium analysis of $8.2) to
the predictions of model interiors. The effective temperature as a function of time is shown in Figure 19
for a variety of masses from 0.010 Ma to 0.100 Mo.
In the top panel of the figure is shown the latest models of Burrows et al. (1997), and in the bottom panel
those of Baraffe et al. (1998). Indicated by the thick
horizontal lines on each panel is the approximate temperature range spanned by L dwarfs. According to the
Burrows et al. models, the lowest mass stars (-0.078
&Io)eventually stabilize at a temperature near 1750
Ii (shown by the dashed line). This dividingline
lands squarely in the middle of the L dwarf temperature range, meaning that the latest L dwarfs are all
substellar and the earlier ones represent a mixture of
stars and brown dwarfs. Note that brown dwarfs can
L typeswith ages as old as 2
exist attheearliest
Gyr. .According to the Baraffe et a1 moclels, t,he lowest mass stars (-0.075 M(3)stabilize at temperatures
near '2000 K , meaning that the entire
L sequence is
"substellar. However, objects with nlasses between
0.07'2 and 0.07.5 &I,;, may stabilize after more than a
Hubble time at a temperature near 1 i O O 1;. In this
case, thelatest I, dwarfs are all brown dwarfswith
carlier types represcwting a mixture ofbrow11 dwarfs

and "transition ohjccts".
A l l checks therefore agree that a substantial fraction of L dwarfs are brown dwarfs. Atmospheric modelling which includes the effects of grain depletion and
grain opacities is now being developed, and once itaccurately reproduces colors and observed spectra of L
dwarfs, we will have a much better understanding of
the exactmakeup of the L dwarf classes. Another
excellent diagnostic can be obtained for close binary
systems with oneor more L dwarf components - here,
dynamical masses can be determined and used as additional checks againstthe theory. Inthisregard,
closer scrutiny of the L dwarfs so far discovered is
certainly warranted.
8.4.

Luminosity and Mass Functions for L
Dwarfs

Using the statistics quoted in $3 along with the absolute magnitudes given in Table 10, we can obtain
a preliminary luminosity function (LF) for L dwarfs.
is a
Converting this LF into a mass function (MF)
very difficult undertaking because any given L type
represents a range of masses at different ages. Observationally, we cannot obtain either the mass
of the age
for an isolated L dwarf, so the computation must involve o u r observational statistics on Li detections (to
assign an age spread) and theoretical isochrones (to
assign mass spreads). In fact, for the L dwarfs which
are substellar, the L spectral sequence represents an
evolutionary sequence where the objects cool to later
L (and T) types with advancing age.
These computations are complex and beyond the
scope of thispaper. Please refer tothecompanion
paper by Reid et al. (1998) for a full discussion on
our derived LF and MF.
9.

Conclusions

Using 371 sq. cleg.of 25I.ASS data, we haveobtained spectroscopic classifications of 51 objects with
no optical counterparts. A large fraction of these were
found to be dwarfs cooler than the coolest known M
dwarf with spectra lacking the faamiliar oxide bands of
M stars. We have placed these new objects into a new
spectral class called "L". We havepreselltecl criteria
defining this new class and have established a recipe
for the spectral clnssificatiou of ot,her I, dwarfs using
a grid of objects set aside as spectral standards. We
have ..;llotvtl that severid of the! I, dwarfs ~ I ~ O Wsllotv
II
I,i I nbsorptiotl, intiitrating t,hat at Icnst one third of
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2MASS J0010037+343610
2MASS J0030438+313932
2MASS J0055384+275652
PMASS J0129122+351758

111.3 -27.1
117.8 -31.0
124.1 -34.9
131.6 -26.9

14.18
13.82
14.20
14.48

1.30
1.43
1.39
2.00

2MASS J0147334+345311
2MASS J0149090+295613

135.8
137.6

-26.6
-31.3

14.46
11.82

1.38
1.40

2MASS J0242435+160739
2MASS J0245147+120350
2MASS J0251222+2.52124
2MASS J0251254+262504
2MASS 50326137+295015
2MASS J0326342+300012
2MASS J0327091+300130
2MASS J0327205+294959
2MASS J0327210+295816
2MASS J0327235+295230
2MASS J0327304+295558
2MASS J0327364+294118
2MASS J0328072+290424
2MASS J0328543+293827
2blASS J0329202+291734
2MASS J0329214+290533
2MASS 50329267+300057
2MASS J0355419+225702

158.2
161.8
154.4
153.7
158.7
158.7
158.8
159.0
158.9
158.9
158.9
159.1
159.6
159.4
159.7
159.8
159.2
169.0

-39.0
-42.1
-30.1
-29.2
-22.1
-21.9
-21.8
-21.9
-21.8
-21.9
-21.8
-22.0
-22.4
-21.9
-22.1
-22.2
-21.5
-23.0

14.06
13.99
14.20
14.30
13.62
13.80
14.35
13.82
14.12
12.90
14.13
13.98
14.05
14.40
14.48
13.79
14.38
14.05

1.48
1.35
1.36
1.40
1.61
1.38
2.41
1.85
1.38
1.94
1.T8
1.31
1.38
1.43
1.36
1.49
1.71
1.91

2MASS J0401096+182808

173.5
-25.3

9.10

4.68

2MASS J0724096+162302
2bIASS JO850359+105716

201.7
216.5

14.5
31.4

14.40
14.27

1.31
1.94

210.3 35.4
210.3 39.4
205.6 40.9
207.3 41.6
210.5 41.5
223.8 74.7
226.8 74.6
227.3 76.6

10.49
14.00
13.68
13.68
14.34
13.65
12.44
14.12

4.30
1.68
1.38
1.72
2.16
1.67
1.59
1 .60

1

1997 Dec 09
1998 Jan 22
1997 Dec 08
1998 Jan 23
1998 Jan 24
1997 Nov 09
1997 Dec 07
1997 Dec 24
1998 Jan 22
1998 Jan 23
1998 Jan 24
1998 Jan 24
1997 Nov 09
1998 Jan 23
1998 Jan 23
1998 Jan 24
1998 Jan 24
1998 Jan 22
1998 Jan 23
1998 Jan 24
'1998 Jan 22
1998.Jan 24
1998 Jan 24
1998 Jan 24
1998 Jan 24
1998 Jan 24
1998 Jan 24
1998 Jan 24
1997 Dec 07
1997 Dec 08
1998 Jan 24
1997 Dec 08
1997 Dec24
1997 Dec 09
1997 Nov 09
1997 Dec 07
1997 Dec 08
1997 Dec 09
1998 Jan 24
1998 Jan 22
1998 Jan 22
1998 Jan 23
1!)!)8 Jntl 22
l!)W .Inn 22
1997 Dec 07
l!)!)i. Dec 07
1!N8 Jnn 22

1200
1200
1200
3600
3600
2400
2100
2400
1200
1200
1200
2400
900
1200
1200
1500
300
1200
1200
300
1200
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
900
1200
1200
600
2400
1200
2400
1200
1200
1200
4800
1200
2400
1200
:MOO
2161
I200
1200
2400

M8 V
(see Table 3)
kI7 v
(see Table 3)
(see Table 3)
M9.5 Va

(see Table 3)
M5 V
M9 V
M9 V
(see Table 3)
reddened bkg starb
reddened bkg starb
reddened bkg starb
reddened bkg starb
reddened bkg starb
reddened bkg starb
reddened bkg starb
reddened bkg starb
reddened bkg starb
reddened bkg starb
reddened bkg starb
reddened bkg starb
(see Table 3)

carbon star'
M.5.5 V

(see Table 3)

carbon
(see Table 3 )
M9.5 v
(see Table 3)

QSO'
(see Table 3 )

(see 'Table 3 )
(see Table 3)

OBJECTS

MEETINGSEARCH

2MASS J0031007+332004 21.3
2MASS 50242258+294101 47.3
2MASS J0244401+244224
46.3
2MASS J0251318+284917 49.0
2MASS J0251447+252347
48.0
2PvIASS J0254141+275547
49.3
2MASS 50849065+091520
132.1
2illASS 50850138+061125
133.2
2hlASS
50850274+073719
132.9
2hlASS 50851360+174933 130.4
2MASS 50852144+161547
131.0
2MASS J0915347+212728
134.8
2MASS 50916286+231038 134.4
2blASS
50924386+152849
138.6
2MASS J2251228+293944 357.4

TABLE 1~
371 S Q . DEG.(SUBSAMPLE

CRITERIA IN

27.3
13.3
8.4
11.8
8.6
10.8
-8.2
-11.1
-9.7
0.2
-1.3
5.3
7.0
0.3
33.8

0.39
0.31
0.38
0.35
0.27
0.32
0.32
0.31
0.39
0.30
0.28
0.38
0.39
0.39
0.31

12.99
12.64
13.06
13.37
12.45
13.22
14.35
12.11
9.04
12.00
14.35
13.57
13.97
11.93
13.73

1

WITH

J

- K , 5 0.40)

asteroid (1235) Schorria
asteroid 1981 YA1
.
asteroid 1993 X 0
asteroid (3139) Shantou
asteroid (1066) Lobelia
asteroid (3300) McGlasson
asteroid (837) Schwarzschilda
asteroid (136) Austria
motion star LHS 2056
asteroid (556) Phyllis
asteroid (2320) Blarney
asteroid (2766) Leeuwenhoek
asteroid (4041) Miyamotoyohko
asteroid (569) Misa
motion star LHS 529

1997 Nov 15
1997 Nov 16
1997 Nov 16
1997 Nov 16
1997 Nov 16
1997 Nov 16
1997 Nov 16
1997 Nov 16
1997 Nov 16
1997 Nov 15
1997 Nov 15
1998 Jan 12
1998 Jan 12
1997 Nov 24
1997 Nov 15

TABLE 3
THE TWENTY-FIVE
"L" DWARFSA N D GL 229B
Object

2MASP 50345432+254023
2MASS 50147334+345311
2MASS 51439284+192915
2MASS 51439409+182637
PMASS 51145572+231730
2MASS 50242435+160739
2MASS 51334062+194034
Kelu- 1
2MASS 50030438+313932
2MASS 51342236+175156
2MASS 50918382+213406
2MASS 51146345+223053
DENIS-P 51058.7-1548
2MASS 50913032+184150
2MASS 50355419+225702
2MASS 50326137+295015
2MASS 50129122+351758
21LIASS 511.55009+230706
G D 165B
2MASS 51328550+211449
DENIS-P 51228.2-1547
2MASS 515.53214+210907
2MASS 50850359+105716
DENIS-P 50205.4-1159
2MASS 51632291+190441
GI 229B

Spectral

LO

v

L0.5 V
L1 v
L1 v
L1.5 V
L1.5 V
L1.5 V
L2 v
L2 v
L2.5 V
L2.5 V
L3 v
L3 v
L3 v
L3 v
L3.5 v
L4 v
L4 v
L4 v
L5 v
L5 v
L5.5 v
L6 V
L7 v
L8 V
T dwarf

dist.

12.70f0.04
13.59f0.04
11.58f0.04
14.53f0.11
13.87k0.08
14.26f0.08
13.99f0.06
11.81f0.03
13.99f0.06
14.59f0.11
14.21f0.07
12.63f0.04
12.53f0.03
14.20f0.05
14.25f0.07
13.83f0.06
14.68f0.09
14.30f0.12
14.15
14.25f0.10
12.81f0.03
14.68f0.12
14.46f0.07
12.99f0.04
13.98f0.05
14.3

1.33f0.05
0.53f0.05
1.35f0.06
0.57f0.07
1.18f0.06
0.47f0.06
1.68f0.15
0.94f0.17
1.64f0.10
0.57f0.10
1.41f0.10
0.56f0.10
1.55f0.09
0.84f0.09
1.57f0.04
0.60f0.04
1.50f0.08
0.59f0.08
1.47f0.14
0.53f0.13
1.45f0.10
0.43f0.09
1.60f0.06
0.61f0.08
1.65f0.04
0.69f0.04
1.72f0.09
0.64f0.08
1.85f0.11
0.78f0.10
1.60f0.08
0.55f0.08
2.06f0.18
0.61f0.13
1.68f0.15
0.48f0.15
I . 58
1.79f0.1.5
0.63f0.13
1.57f0.05
0.56f0.05
2.00f0.21
0.66f0.19
1.99f0.14
0.76f0.12
1.56f0.05
0.60f0.05
1.88f0.09
0.61f0.07
0.0
-0.1

16.98
18.07
16.02
19.87
18.62
19.01
18.76
16.51
18.82
19.81
18.68
17.62
17.64
19.07
19.49
19.17
19.43
19.30
1937
20.07
18.05
20.79
20.33
18.28
19.98
19.53

4.28
4.48
4.44
5.34
4.75
4.75
4.77
4.70
4.83
5.22
4.47
4.99
5.11
4.87
5.24
5.34
4.75
5.00
5.42
5.82
5.24
6.11
5.87
5.29

6.00
5.23

28.2*
32
15.1*

50
35

44
38
I@
35
45
30
1 9

2P
35
35
27
39
33
31.5
3P
17*

34

4 I*
16.6*
2P
5.8

NoTE."The photometry reported here is calibrated photometry. not instrumental values like those listed in
Tablt-s L A arid 2. Please note that both the positional name and t,he calibrated phot,o~netryfor the 2M.4SS
objects may undergo slight revisions at a later date when the catalogs covering these scans are distributed
for G D 165B is I<, not Zcs. Italics in column8
to the community. Also note that the tabulated magnitude
refers to a distance estimated from the near-infrared magnitudes and spectral type of the object; those not
i n italics are measurecl via trigonometric parallax. As asterisk (*) i n this column indicates an object on the
USNO parallax program.

SUMMARY OF

TABLE 5
LETTERS T O GUIDECHOICE

OF

NEW SPECTRAL TYPE

Notes
(3)
~

A
B

C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

K
L
M
N
0
P

Q

R
S
T
U
V

w
s

Y
Z

in use
in use
in use
ambiguous
ambiguous
in use
in use
ok
problematic
in use
in use
ok
,
in use
in use
in use
problematic?
problematic?
in use
in use
ok
problematic?
problematic
ambiguous
problematic
ok
problematic’?

~~~

standard spectral class
standard spectral class
standard carbon star class
confusion with white dwarf classes DA, DB, DC, etc.
confusion with elliptical galaxy morphological types EGE7
standard spectral class
standard spectral class
transcription problems with IO (10, Io) and I1 (11, 11, 11)
standard carbon star class
standard spectral class
standard spectral class
standard carbon star class
standard spectral class
incorrect association with Planets?
incorrect association with QSOs?
standard carbon star class
standard carbon star class
incorrect association with Ultraviolet sources?
confusion with vanadium oxide (VO vs. VO)
confusion with Wolf-Rayet WN and WR classes
incorrect association with X-ray sources
incorrect implication that we’ve reached “the end”?

I

TABLE 6"Continued
Spectral Characteristicsa
(2)

Example
(3)

L7

T i 0 8432
gone
A virtually
FeH 8692,9896 A and CrH 8611 A still weakening
with CrH 8611 A still deeper than FeH 8692 A
K I even broader
Rb I and Cs I still strengthening
Na I still weakening

DENIS-P 50205.4-1159

L8

FeH 8692,9896 A very weak
CrH 8611 A still weakening though still stronger than
FeH 8692 A
K I even broader
Rb I and Cs I still strengthening
Na I barely perceptible

2hIASS 51632291+190441

aRelative depths of bands refer to spectra with absolute flux calibration ( F A )like those in Fig. 7 and 8.

2

VALUES OF SPECTRAL

2MASS 51214063+202702
2MASS 51434264+194050
2MASS 51239194+202952
2MASP 50345432+254023
2MASS 51439284+192915
Kelu-1
2MASS J1146345+223053
2MASS J 1155009+230706
DENIS-P 51228.2-1547
2M4SS 50850359+105716
DENIS-P 50205.4-1159
2MASS 51632291+190441

M7 V

M8 V
M9 V
LO v
L1 v
L2 v
L3 v
L4 v
L5 v
L6 V
L7 v
L8 v

TABLE 8~
DIAGNOSTICS
FOR

0.996
1.034
1.043
1.161
1.371
1.537
1.636
1.go9
2.203
1.786
1.551
1.289

THE SPECTRA IN

0.649
0.588
0.576
0.662
0.812
1.048
1.155
1.323
1.658
1.703
2.189
2.564

1

FIGURE
7

0.867
0.795
0.736
0.781
0.856
1.029
1.125
1.258
1.488
1A61
1.604
1.626

2.793
3.725
5.345
6.654
7.333
6.700
7.210
9.713
14.406
15.549
22.027
30.015

TABLE 9
FOR THE DWARFSIN TABLE
3
EQUIVALENT
WIDTH MEASUREMENTS

(5)

Object
Name
(1)

(4)

Spectral
Type
(2)

2MASP 50345432+254023 LO v
2MASS 50147334+345311 L0.5 V
2MASS 51439284+192915 L1 v
2MASS 51439409+182637 L 1 v
SMASS, 51145572+231730 L1.5 V
2MASS 50242435+160739 L1.5 V
2MASS 51334062+194034 L1.5 V
Kelu-1
L2 v
2MASS 50030438+313932 L2 v
PMASS 51342236+175156 L2.5 V
2MASS 50918382+213406 L2.5 V
2MASS J1146345+223053 L3 v
DENIS-P 51058.7-1548
L3 v
PMASS 50913032+184150 L3 v
2MASS 50355419+225702 L3 v
2MASS 50326137+295015 L3.5 v
2MASS 50129122+351758 L4 v
2MASS 51155009+230706 L4 v
GD 165B
L4 v
2MASS 51328550+211449 L5 v
DENIS-P 51228.2-1547
L5 v
PMASS 51553214+210907 L5.5 v
2MASS 50850359+105716 L6 V
DENIS-P 50205.4- 1159
L7 v
2MASS 51632291+190441 L8 V
GI 229B
T dwarf

H a emis.
6563 A EW (A)
(3)
<0.3
20.5

Li I abs.
6708 EW (A)
<0.5
<1.0
c0.3
5.6
~0.4
<0.7
d.5
1.7
<1.0
53.9
~0.3
5.1
~0.3
<1.0
~ 1 . 3
<1.0
3.3
<0.5
<O.i
<3.0
3.1
18.5
15.2
<1.3
<9.4

co.3
~0.6
4.2
~0.5
4.2
1.9
4.4
<2.2
<0.3
50.3
1.6
~0.8
<0.5
9.1
~0.5
<1.0
~0.8
<2.0
50.6
<4.3
co.9
<2.7
24.0
...

NoTE."EqUivalent widths (EW) have typical errors of f 0 . 2
poorer signal-to-noise have errors of around fO.5 A.

1

Rb I abs.
7948 A EW (A)

Cs I abs.
8521 A EW (A)

2.7
2.7
3.2
3.5
3.5
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.9
3.3:
3.2
3.7
3.4
3.2
3.0:
4.0
4.4
4.6
4.6
6.6:
5.5
8.1:
4.9

1.5
1.8
1.8
2.0
2.1
2.1
3.1
2.0
2.3
1.8
2.2
2.4
2.8
2.2
2.6:
3.1
3.6
3.1
3.1
3.8

6.8
6.9
...

4.4
5.0
4.7
5.1
5.6
5.9

for most of the spectra presented here, but those with

served

TABLE 11

SPECTRAL FEATURES USABLE
AS L DWARF
‘TEMPERATURE
INDICATORS
or
’

Atom
Molecule
(1)

Ti0

vo

Na I
FeH
CrH

Li I

co
Rb I
cs I
KI
Ha0

Maxmimum

Disappearance
Explanationa

“8

-L2b

“9

-L4
-L8

-M8?
-L4
-L5
-L6?

..

>L8
zL8

...

>L8
>L8
-L7?

...
...

...
...

...

Disappearancea

condenses into CaTiOs
depletes into solid VO
forms into NaCl
... C
converts into metallic CrH
forms into LiCl
C becomes bound to CH4
forms into RbCl
forms into CsCl
forms into KC1
disappears into HZ0 condensate

2300-2000 K
1700- 1900K
-1150 K

...

C

-1400 K
51400 K
1200-1500 K
51200 K
51200 K
51200 K
-350 K

”Taken from Burrows & Sharp 1998.
bTrue for all bands except the one at 8432 A which doesn’t disappear until about L5-6.
‘Not included in Burrows & Sharp 1998.

1

2R/LASS J0030438+313932

2MASP J0345432+254023

2MSS J0129122+351758

2MASS 10355419+225702

2MASS JOl47334+345311

2MASS J0850359+105716

2MASS J0242435+160739

2MASS J0913032+184150

2MASS 103261 37+295015

2MASS JO9 18382+213406
'

. .$

,

._.

*:*':.

ULTRA-COOL

TABLE 13
M DWARFSFROM TABLES
1A AND 2

Object
Name
(1)
2MASS 50010037+343610
2MASS 50055384+275652
2MASP 50147362+365855
2MASS 50149090+295613
2MASS 50251222+252124
2MASS 50251254+262504
2MASP 50348036+234411
2MASS 50914188+223813
2MASS 51214063+202702
2M.4SS 51239194+202952
2MASS 51434264+194050
2MASS 51710255+210715
2MASS 52258066+154416
2MASS 52258590+152047
2MASS 52309462+154905

h-,
(6)
M8 V
M7 V
M7 V
M9.5 V
M9 V
M9 V
M7.5 V
M9.5 V
M7 V
M9 V
M8 V
M8 V
M7.5 V
M7 V
M8.5 V

15.66f0.07
15.73f0.07
14.8f0.1
13.42f0.03
15.89f0.07
16.00f0.08
14.27f0.04
15.30f0.05
15.67f0.07
14.48f0.04
15.55f0.06
15.87f0.08
16.18f0.09
15.59f0.06
15.01f0.06

I

Estimated
Dist. (PC)

(5)
15.08f0.09
14.86f0.07
14.2f0.1
12.57f0.04
14.97f0.07
15.22f0.09
13.64f0.05
14.40f0.05
15.08f0.08
13.65f0.04
14.83f0.09
15.02f0.09
15.35f0.11
15.02f0.07
14.34f0.06

14.38f0.07
14.46f0.08
13.6f0.1
12.00f0.03
14.40f0.07
14.51f0.07
13.23f0.04
13.90f0.04
14.45f0.11
13.16f0.04
14.3950.11
14.46f0.11
14.71f0.12
14.59f0.10
13.91f0.07

82
94
65
21
67
73
46
51
97
36
76

85
107
94
53
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